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Abstract

The creative thesis work Biceps is a comic based on personal experiences
during Jennifer Zee’s travel to Beijing in the summer of 2004. Through comics she
explored her reactions to the trip, while simultaneously reconsidering the idea of her
cultural identity and what it means to be Chinese American. This thesis documents
and discusses the integrated process of self-analysis and creative art making.
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Introduction

The subject of my thesis project began with a simple question asked of me
almost two years ago: “How was your trip to Beijing?” I had no easy answer. I
couldn’t respond with “It was awesome, I wish I could go back!” like so many of my
fellow classmates who had also been sent by the University of Michigan School of
Art and Design to Beijing for a five-week trip in May of 2004. The trip left me feeling
unsettled, and after consideration of my thoughts, I wondered if my negative
feelings had anything to do with my being Chinese American.

My ethnic heritage did matter. I had a different set of expectations from my
non-Chinese American peers. I was treated differently than my Caucasian American
peers. Having lived in academic communities in the United States for so many
years has largely reduced my consciousness of my ethnicity. Removed from my
comfort zone, and thrown into a new social context, I was suddenly faced with
situations that forced me to reconsider my cultural identity.

As much as I wanted to talk about my experiences and thoughts, to
articulate my feelings would be to engage any interlocuter in a half hour
conversation, a lengthy answer to what was intended to be a simple question.
When I talked of my trip to Beijing, I gave some variation of “It was okay, very hot
and crowded, and I learned my numbers up to ten in mandarin and the Great Wall
was amazing.” I felt very dissatisfied after giving such an answer.

Fortunately, during the summer of 2004, the School of Art and Design hired
comic artist Phoebe Gloeckner. The idea of comic art stirred a curiosity in me and I
felt immediately drawn to learn more about comics. I pestered her to be one of my
advisors, and in the fall I joined her class in comics. Given the task to create a five-
page story in comic format, my immediate impulse was to use this opportunity to
address my anxiety about the trip by putting my thoughts down in drawings and
writing. At that time, I had no idea that I was to spend the next year and a half
drawing comics.

I compiled my first three stories into an autobiographical comic book called
Art StudANTS in Beijing (see Creative Work section), named so because the
characters were humans with ant heads. The experiences I related were relatively
general, stories that others could relate to if they also traveled to a developing
country. In my comic, my stand in interacted only superficially with the people of
Beijing, behaving more like a critical observer. For example, I pondered the use of
Caucasian models in fashion advertisements aimed at a local audience, and the
fascination of local people with my fellow Caucasian peers, most of whom were
requested at some point by a local Chinese person to have a photo taken with
them, in a manner much like one who requests a photo with Mickey Mouse at
Disneyland.
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My thesis comic Biceps (see Creative Work section) differs substantially from
Art StudANTS. While the story is still based on my experiences in Beijing, it is much
more personal on several levels. I used human heads instead of ant heads, and
used myself as a model for the protagonist, Jessica. The story thus depends upon
and transmits a unique personal experience. In Biceps I extensively interact with
people living in Beijing, and thus I address themes of social relationships such as
friendship between men and women, interactions between Chinese and
Caucasians, and rivalry between women.

This thesis will not so much discuss the subject matter within my comic, but
rather the larger themes into which my thesis falls, namely the concept of Chinese
American cultural identity, and representation of Asian American voice. I will then
detail my process of comic creation, and finally, I will discuss my thoughts as to
how my cultural identity has been shaped as I progressed with this comic project.
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Contextual information

A Brief Introduction to Asian American Experience
All too familiar to Asian Americans is the question “Where are you from?” To

this, I regularly reply with the apparently unsatisfactory response: Los Angeles. The
question is often repeated with an emphasis: “No, where are you really from?”
revealing the assumption that I must be a foreigner. Depending on the situation, I
may patiently answer: “I was born in Los Angeles and moved to Hong Kong when I
was six, where I attended British schools, and returned to the States to attend
college in L.A., but since then I’ve lived in Chicago, D.C., San Diego and Ann
Arbor.” Alternatively, I may through gritted teeth, firmly repeat: “I am from Los
Angeles” and observe the confusion on the face of my questioner, and I imagine
they are thinking: Why isn’t this Asian girl naming an Asian city? Other times, I feel a
wave of cultural pride to be associated with China, and may generously detail: “Oh,
you mean what is my ethnic heritage? My father’s side is Shanghainese and my
mother’s side is from Toisan. On average, I’m a third generation Chinese
American.”

Concerns
I have several concerns that arise from conversations such as those detailed

above.  For many people, “Where are you from?” is not a loaded question. For
myself however, where I am from is not a simple matter. It is much more
complicated than recognizing place of birth. It is inextricably linked to questions of
ethnic and cultural heritage, and Asian American identity. “Asian American” may be
narrowly defined as someone of Asian decent who was either born in the United
States of has immigrated there. However, what it is to be Asian American concerns
much more interesting issues.

A Stranger in One’s Own Home
Most people require a sense of belonging to feel comfortable. For many

Asian Americans, the United States is the only home they have ever known. Yet,
non-Asian Americans commonly assume that a person of Asian ethnic heritage is a
visitor or immigrant to the United States.  This assumption is not only illustrated by
questions such as “Where are you really from?” but also well meaning comments
such as “Your English is so good!” Such comments hint that one is not a natural
part of the landscape, and may be discomforting for those who consider that
landscape to be their home (Chow p.231). It isn’t unusual for Asian Americans who
have been labeled a stranger in their home country to have at some point, usually
during childhood, wished to be Caucasian, to avoid standing out in the crowd
(Chow p.188).

In particularly unpleasant cases, Asian Americans have been told to “Go
back to where you belong.” Herein illustrates one of the differences in experiences
between the descendants of non-Caucasian immigrants, and those of Caucasian
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immigrants.  No matter how many generations an Asian American’s family has been
in the United States, Asian Americans are still subject to such admonishments even
without opening their mouths, or interacting with the perpetrator. A fourth
generation Asian American might be the recipient of such a remark. In contrast, it
would be very surprising for any Caucasian American to be told to “Go back to
where you belong.” Recent descendants of such groups are not perceived to be
foreign, and thus are not treated as such. This is not to diminish the difficulties that
other immigrants or descendants of immigrants of Caucasian ethnicity may have
when interacting with American society. I only wish to point out that Asian
Americans, no matter how alike in behavior and background they may be to their
Caucasian peers, are continued to be viewed as not quite within the American
norm. The unchangeable, physical markers of Asian-ness possessed by Asian
Americans are what sociologist Robert Park refers to as “racial uniform,” which
automatically affords its wearers marginal status (Eng p.89). Ideally, people should
be able to brush off labels placed upon them by others, and to define their own
identity. Unfortunately, the effect of repeatedly being considered a foreigner in one’s
own homeland has a strong influence on how the identity of some Asian Americans
has been shaped (Chow p.235).

Ang in On Not Speaking Chinese describes such experiences as “ a …
harsh coming into awareness of his own, unchosen, minority status. ‘Chineseness’
here is a marker of that status, imparting an externally imposed identity given
meaning, literally, by practice of discrimination. It is the dominant culture’s
classificatory practice, operating as a territorializing power highly effective in
marginalizing the other, which shapes the meaning of Chineseness here as a
curse…” (Ang p. 37)

Ang’s description is perhaps a worst-case scenario, for I have never met a
Chinese American who considered being ethnically Chinese to be a curse.
However, the point remains that as much as an Asian American may feel that he or
she is as American as anyone else, external factors from not only from direct
interaction with non-Asian Americans but also larger, cultural institutions, will have
an effect on his or her identity.

Falling Through the Cracks
As an Asian American, defining one’s identity also involves an internal

struggle with conflicting thoughts. An Asian American can experience the pull of
two cultures without being technically bi-racial, that is having parents of two
different ethnicities.

Chow describes what it means to be Asian American as a living with mixed
messages and contradictions. “ To me, [being Asian American] means … working
to overcome stereotypes. It means sometimes playing stereotypes to my
advantage. [It means] Not knowing what to do with my feelings of defensiveness
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when … someone Chinese is criticized, even when I believe they have acted
wrongly…. Recognizing a hunger for more knowledge about the land my parents
were born in…. Feeling more than a little embarrassed about the fact that I try to
distance myself from recent immigrants who don’t speak English and wear those
mismatched and garish clothes.” (Chow p.xii)

 The examples that Chow provides represent the types of thoughts that
some Asian Americans grapple with daily. It does not take involved conversations,
probing questions or even necessarily interaction with others to find myself
considering issues of my cultural identity.

Eng summarizes Asian American women’s contradictory feelings in her
book, Warrior Lessons: “Often… American-raised daughters of immigrants [try]
hard to resolve their feelings of ‘being in limbo’… of the often divergent cultures of
East and West.” (Eng p.1-2)

Just as East and West are opposites, the cultural norms of some Asian and
American cultures are also opposite. For example, western society emphasizes
individualism, whereas in eastern cultures such as Chinese societies, each person
is considered a small part of the larger picture, the extended family. Thus
expectations placed on Asian Americans by their parents weigh very heavily; should
you fail, you not only disappoint yourself, but also bring shame upon your parents,
your siblings, aunts, uncles, and grandparents (Eng p.18). Chinese women in
particular are taught not voice opinion, and in particular, discontent (Eng p.65),
whereas western women (in the United States in particular) are more often
encouraged to speak their mind. Consequently, choosing between remaining silent
and speaking up is not simply a decision, but an act shaped by cultural identity.

Living in a western world with an Asian cultural and ethnic heritage means
that Asian Americans may find themselves groping for a middle ground, where both
their eastern and western aspects can fit together harmoniously. Having few or no
role models to follow, instead of finding a comfortable place, the Asian American
may find his or herself, as Eng says, “falling through the cracks.” (Eng p.1)

The Homeland Trip
The “homeland trip” is one frequently made by second and third generation

Chinese Americans. The expectations of the homeland trip are colored by what
Kibria refers to as “primordialist conceptions of what it means to be Chinese… (‘a
matter of blood’)” (Kibria p.296). Chinese Americans thus do not experience a
homeland trip simply as a tourist, but in terms of a search for affirmation of Chinese
membership, while at the same time, “… homeland trips also worked to highlight to
the second generation their marginality, or the ways in which they were not
accepted and did not belong in Chinese societies…” (Kirbria p.296) This sentiment
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is certainly one that I experienced, and was a theme in both Art StudANTS in
Beijing as well as Biceps.

It is common for second-generation Chinese Americans visiting China or
Taiwan, to find that although they were surrounded by people who looked like
themselves, “homeland trips were … prominently marked by experienced of being
seen and treated as ‘different’ by the local population…” (Kibria  p.305-306)
Language, as well as cultural mannerisms distinguished the Chinese American
visitors from the local Chinese, causing Chinese Americans to gain a greater sense
other their American identity. “If in the United States their racial identity as Asian
dominated other’s perception of them, in China… it was their identity as an
American that was significant.” (Kibria p.307) Thus, whereas I have already
discussed how the Asian American does not necessarily entirely feel at home in the
United States, neither does he or she fit in their homeland, leading to a loss of
sense of belonging.

New Frames of Thinking
Inescapable Chineseness

Given the condition of an Asian American, in which labels and expectations
fly from all sides and conflicting thoughts cause confusion, how does one go about
constructing cultural identity? The first useful step in the process of defining my
identity was to understand the idea of “inescapable Chineseness.”

“The notion of a single center, or a cultural core, from which Chinese
civilization has emanated, is so deeply entrenched in the Chinese historical
imagination that it is difficult to disentangle our understanding of Chineseness from
it.” (Ang p.41) Indeed, the idea of a pure Chinese culture is reflected in the Chinese
name for China, which translates roughly to “middle country” or “center country,”
which suggests that to literally and figuratively move away from this central point is
to become less authentically Chinese. The sentiment goes without saying: the
further one moves away from China, the harder one should try to compensate for
the lack of cultural roots. “… ‘China’ is presented as the cultural/ geographical core
in relation to which the westernized overseas Chinese is forced to take up a humble
position of shame and inadequacy over her own ‘impurity…’” (Ang p.32) Ang
writes, verbalizing a phenomenon that I have certainly experienced.

There is also a unique and significant historical relationship between China
and the West (America and Europe) that does not exist between the West and
other countries. “The West’s fascination with China as a great ‘other’ civilization
began with Marco Polo and remains to this day… there is… an excess of
meaningfulness accorded to ‘China’; China has often been useful for Western
thinkers as a symbol negative or positive, for that which the West is not.” (Ang p.32)
When this Westernized imagination of China is combined with the “equally strong
and persistent tendency within Chinese culture itself to consider itself as central to
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the world…” (Ang p.32), this creates what Ang refers to as “self-Orientalization,” the
idea that overseas Chinese experience a pressure to feel exclusionist. This situation
leaves Chinese Americans “… depriv[ed] of autonomous space to determine their
own trajectories for constructing cultural identity.” (Ang p.32)

I appreciate that Ang has articulated the idea of Inescapable Chineseness. It
is reassuring to be aware that my uncertainty of my cultural identity is not simply a
result of my upbringing, or the people with whom I happened to have interacted.
There is a larger force at work: a combination of western imagination and Chinese
tradition which affects the subconscious thought of many people and is manifested
in the media and in popular culture. Knowing this, I can focus on progressing ideas
about my cultural identity, rather than stewing over why I feel uncertain about my
identity in the first place.

Cultural Hybridity
Instead of seeing myself as a not-quite-there American, or a diluted form of

Chinese, I like the idea that some cultural scholars have put forth: the idea of
cultural hybridity.  Whereas “assimilation” suggests conforming to the mainstream
culture, “hybridity” connotes complexity and a variety of outcomes. Ang sees
hybridity as “… a means of bridging and blurring the multiple boundaries which
constitute “Asian” and “Western” identities as mutually exclusive and
incommensurable.” (Ang p.193) Ang writes of the importance of this point of
interpretation of hybridity:

“… by recognizing the inescapable impurity of all cultures and the
porousness of all cultural boundaries in an irrevocably globalized, interconnected
and interdependent world, we may be able to conceive of our living together in
terms of complicated entanglement, not in terms of the apartheid of insurmountable
differences.” (Ang p.194)

Chow also emphasizes the importance of recognizing and accepting that
both Asian and American aspects of Asian Americans are valid and influential in the
shaping of identity. Asian American identity falls in to a middle ground that requires
customized definition. She calls herself “a strange new hybrid… walking in
uncharted territory without benefit of map or guide.” (Chow p.190)

 In the context of hybridity, the term “Asian American” is much more than a
description. I wince when I am referred to as an “Asian” because culturally I so differ
from those people who were born in and lived in Asian countries all their lives.
“American” doesn’t quite right because as Chow describes “… ‘American” too
often means ‘white’, and [Asian American women] do not feel that Asians or other
women of color have a place of value in the dominant culture. For these women,
the legacy of the internment, the history of repressive legislation against Asians of all
origins, cannot be disregarded.” (Chow p.190-191) To label myself simply
“American” would be an act too much in the direction of assimilation, that is, the
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allowance of Asian American history to be swallowed up into the Anglo-American
culture, and to ignore the fact that the Asian American experience is different from
the Caucasian American experience.

On both a personal and social scale, hybridity makes acceptable the infinite
range of possible identities incorporating as much or as little of any culture to which
a particular person feels a relationship, and the resulting cultural identity of that
person is as valuable and meaningful as anyone else’s.

Cultural Hybridity in Asian American Visual Art
Asian American artists have encouraged discussions about hybrid identity.

Maxine Hong Kingston is arguably the first Chinese American author whose work
had become canonized by mainstream American audiences, and her book also
serves as a landmark for the emergence of Asian American women’s voice (Eng
p.6). It is interesting to note that when The Woman Warrior was released in 1975, it
was regarded as a Chinese book about Chinese people, rather than a work of
Chinese American literature (Kim p.35). Hong Kingston describes the experience of
attempting to define her cultural identity, which of course is a challenge that Asian
American women still face. She asks of her readers: “Chinese-Americans, when
you try to understand what things in you are Chinese, how do you separate what is
peculiar to childhood, poverty, insanities, one family, your mother who marked your
growing with stories, from what is Chinese?” (Hong Kingston p.6) The Woman
Warrior is a valuable book for it brings Chinese American experience to the forefront
of popular culture in a manner both engaging and articulate.

In the visual arts, some Asian American artists believe that ethnic identity is
an essential, integral part of their artwork, whereas others prefer to centralize issues
of race and to initiate a dialogue to show that like other American artists dealing
with identity, sexuality, religion and class, are all equally important. Asian American
artists need to strike a balance “between the need for alliance and dialogue and the
resistance to cliché and self-ghettoization.” (Kim p.32)

In the same way that I might be regarded as a not-quite-there American or a
diluted form of Chinese, Asian American art risks being labeled as “soullessly
copying ‘American’ art forms or imperfectly replicating ‘real Asian art’.” (Kim p.36)
Elaine Kim’s commentary on Asian American art echoes the idea that to be Asian
American is to be a hybrid of cultures, and that conflict and contradictions are a
part of Asian American identity-building.

Kim writes: “Located on the untranslatable, incommensurate in-between, in the
interstice between mainstream and Asian American (as opposed to Asian) cultural
traditions, perhaps Asian American art can be thought of as a site of creation,
contradiction, and conflict emerging from the continual collisions and
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transformations that comprise Asian American cultural experiences. Perhaps the
question to ask is how Asian American art has expressed and continues to express
a hybrid or even mutant culture that engages, extends and transforms American
art.” (Kim p.36)

The important point that Kim makes is that Asian American identity (as
expressed through Asian American art) continuously evolves, and thus is better
conceived as a process rather than a state of being. A process of, as Chow
describes, “the quest to integrate ethnicity and identity.” (Chow p.188)

In my own experience, the hope to find a place in the uncharted territory
between cultures has been a process of questioning others and myself, taking note
of my reactions to interactions or observations of other Asian Americans, and
considering how others see me. As an artist, I am also equipped to share the
experience of this process with others, both Asian American and non-Asian
American.

The sharing of Asian American experience whether through writing or visual
arts is becoming increasingly important as the Asian American population grows in
number and diversity (Han & Hsu p.7). Yet popular American media still rarely
portrays Asian Americans, and when they do, Asian Americans usually fall into a
limited, mis-representational or stereotypical role as a foreigner (Lee p. xiii).
Authentic Asian American voices that speak about their individual and collective
identities can not only counteract stereotypes, but can also cast new light on how
Asian Americans view each other and how others view Asian Americans.  Recently,
movies such as Better Luck Tomorrow (2003) and Saving Face (2005), which
concern Asian Americans, and directed by an Asian American, have earned a place
on the independent film scene.  Self-representation of Asian Americans in the arts is
gaining momentum.

An example of Asian American hybridity as expressed in art is Byron Kim’s
Synecdoche (Figure 1), a series of small rectangular panels that incorporate
western art traditions of oil and wax on canvas in an abstract, monochromatic,
minimalist style. Yet the subject of this work is the skin tones of all his
acquaintances, many of which, judging from the shades, are Asian. Synecdoche is
a fresh look at multi-cultural communities, without a blatant message. I think that
Kim’s work is an example of hybridization because he blends the western and
eastern elements together in a way that convinces me, that he is not floating
between the two worlds but he has established a solid middle ground for his artistic
expression.

I had the opportunity to speak with Byron Kim when he visited the University
of Michigan School of Art and Design as a part of the distinguished visitor lecture
series. I asked him what part ethnicity played in his current artwork, and his
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response was: very little. Kim believes that Asian ethnic heritage is playing less and
less of a role in the art of Asian American artists, and that the American art
community no longer expects Asian American artists to necessarily discuss their
ethnicity in their work.

Figure 1. Bryan Kim’s Synecdoche, 1992, oil and wax on panels (204 panels, 10 x 8 in.
each) from www.chrisashley.net

Perhaps it is the lack of explicit concern about ethnic heritage that makes
Kim’s work successful to me as hybrid artwork. There is no sign of the forcing
together of cultures. Yet he handles the subject matter of diversity of skin tone with
a sensitivity and consciousness that I think is likely only to be found in a non-
Caucasian American artist.

The Comic Biceps as an Act of Cultural Hybridity
I enjoy artwork that does not tell the viewer what to think, but encourages

interpretation and dialogue.  My comic, Biceps, offers a story based on a personal
experience that led me to rethink my cultural identity. The over-riding theme of my
thesis work concerns the distinguishing of “in” and “out” groups, and my attempts
to find a secure place in the middle, Biceps highlights this dynamic by identifying a
situation in Beijing where I found myself to relate better to some western Caucasian
men visiting China, than to local Chinese women who were my own age.

Besides the content of my comic, the act of publishing a semi-
autobiographical comic is a statement of my hybrid cultural identity. The sharing a
personal story is a very western act. In traditional Chinese culture, there is a great
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faux pas associated the airing of one’s dirty laundry. Chinese families are typically
secretive, and the statement “What will our neighbors and friends think!” is
frequently raised when one behaves in any extraordinary manner. Biceps openly
airs my dirty laundry, and in doing so, I almost feel like I am defying a Chinese
tradition, or at the very least, my Chinese father, who might feel shame that his
daughter had anything to do with such an incident.  Many Chinese Americans
contend with the tradition of Chinese secrecy, and have expressed their frustrations
with choosing between silence and voice in writing (Hong Kingston p.183), and may
see their decision at this point as a major fork in their path of discovering their own
identity (Eng p.62). The act of making a comic based on autobiographical events
was thus very intentional, and every step of the way, I questioned how to reveal
aspects of myself that I had previously never shared with the public. Of course,
there is no way for a reader to know which parts of the story are true or not, but I
know, and so I struggle with the narrative truths I’ve embedded within fictional
constructs.

The role of my comic in the context of Asian American voice is to share yet
another experience, to further diversify the range of narratives. While I do want my
comic to have a broad multi-cultural audience who will gain an awareness of issues
in Asian American cultural identity, I do not want this to be the exclusive function of
my comic. The story involves a number of universal themes, such as the friendship
between men and women, competition between women, cultural differences, the
role of women, and being an outsider and insider. By addressing multiple themes
with which many people can empathize, I hope to make my comic more accessible
than the many Asian American identity themed books with readership seemingly
limited to the Asian Americans. Accessibility to my comic is important, as I feel that
it’s time to move beyond empowerment by validating one another’s stories within
an Asian American community. I’d like to instigate conversations about
commonalities and differences cross culturally, and to encourage readers to
consider what external and internal effects have shaped their own cultural identities.
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Creative Work

Art StudANTS in Beijing
Biceps
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Discussion of creative work

Comics are often considered to be a lesser form of visual art or literature:
one that is reserved for children or for depicting non-serious matters.  Alternatively,
comics can be viewed as a hybrid form of visual art and literature.  From such a
perspective, one can draw parallels of comics to hybrid cultural identities. Both are
gaining recognition in their own rights. As hybrid identities are not simply a
Frankenstein amalgamation of different cultural parts, comics are not simply a
combination of visual art and literature. “Studies have shown that comics are a
language: they combine to constitute a weave of writing and art which has its own
syntax, grammar and conventions, and which can communicate ideas in a totally
unique fashion.” (Sabin p.8) Comics thus possess a complexity that challenges
audience interpretation in ways unique from television, books, or film. In my work, I
hope to use the refreshingly different language of comics to draw readers into my
story. I have tried to embed visual clues in my comic, and to vary composition, to
encourage my readers to be observant, and to search out details that help shape
the story.  I take advantage of the reputation of comics to be concerned with light-
hearted matters, to draw readers in to my story that addresses some serious
themes.

The Title Biceps
The title Biceps pays homage to the light-heartedness that one expects to

find in comics. Of course, there are also other reasons for this title. It refers to a
comment that Kevin makes to Jessica. He tells her that he could recognize that she
was not a China Chinese woman because of her tan and her biceps. Pale skin and
thinness are physical attributes valued by modern China Chinese women, as
exemplified by Chinese models in advertisements. Muscle bulk and tanned skin are
associated with menial labor, and are considered unattractive. While thinness is
also a beauty standard in western societies, toned or athletic women are also
considered to attractive, and tans are desirable. Thus “biceps” makes reference to
the hybridity of Jessica’s cultural background.

 “Chinese” and “women” are not likely to be the first words a person would
associate with “biceps.” I wish to forge a new association between these words, in
attempt to dispel the stereotype that all Chinese or Chinese American women are
unathletic, and physically weak. I am often met with great surprise when someone
discovers that I play ultimate disc on a competitive college team. “But… isn’t that a
lot of running?” I was once asked, and I couldn’t help but think that some of the
surprise is due to my being ethnically Chinese. I like to see other Asian American
women on the ultimate field, because they too have worked against the stereotype,
and have taken the initiative to pursue a sport.

The word “biceps” suggests strength. Feminism was not intended to be one
of my major themes, but I do like the feminist overtone that the title suggests. The
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comics world is still largely dominated by Caucasian men. It is unusual for a woman
to be creating comics, much less a minority woman. Comics are a medium in which
there is a great potential for new voices to be heard. I hope to make a statement
with my first impression on to the comics scene. I want the title to let people know
that the story is about strong women who refuse to fall silently into the cultural
categories into which they are traditionally placed.

At my thesis presentation, it was brought to my attention by Brad Smith that
the Latin meaning of “biceps” is “double-headed”. This is in fact, also an
appropriate interpretation of the title as it makes reference to dual cultural identities.

Biceps is not simply a story, but I consider it to be my way of being a cultural
activist. Socially, I am too much an introvert to seek activism by vocal or behavioral
means. However, comics are the means by which I have found my voice.

Self-Representation in Biceps
Art StudANTS featured a main character that was in fact myself in disguise

as an ant-headed human. I intentionally made myself anonymous in this case,
because although I wanted the stories to be based on my own experiences, I felt
reluctant to reveal too much of my actual self to my audience. Prior to my comic
work, my art has been relatively impersonal.

In the project Biceps I decided to take an extra step, and to use my own
image in my comic book. I was relatively new to drawing humans in comic form,
and completely new to drawing self-representations. I drew the character that
represented myself to appear as I really do, but to maintain some distance from this
character, I named her Jessica.

Not surprisingly, I encountered new difficulties, and Biceps evolved as I
progressed with the project. One of the major changes in project direction was
initiated by a critique with Phoebe Gloeckner. Having examined my initial set of nine
penciled pages, Professor Gloeckner firmly impressed upon me that this first draft
was unsuccessful in that the story was not actually effectively about me.

Making My Story about Me
I was overly preoccupied with story accuracy, and included details to a point

where the focus of the story was no longer on myself. Jessica fell into the
background, as I gave more concern to the representation of my companions who
were also on the Beijing trip (Figure 2). In addition to this, the drawings of myself
were indistinct and unmemorable. My character’s expressions, poses, gestures and
words gave the reader little sense of who the main character was, and less reason
still to care about her. Professor Gloeckner strongly recommended that I take
photographs of myself, to discover what I really look like, and to question myself as
to who I am. I was to project my identity through my comic character.
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Figure 2. A sample penciled page from the first version of Biceps. It is not easy to
distinguish who the main character is on this page as she is lost behind the details and
conversation of other characters.

Figure 3. A sample sketch from the first version of Biceps. It is not apparent that Jessica (in
the third and fourth panel) is ethnically Chinese.
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In the meantime, a graduate seminar critique revealed an observation that
fell along similar lines. Regarding Jessica, a fellow graduate student, Jim Leija,
commented: “She doesn’t look Chinese.” (Figure 3) He went on to point out that
Jessica being Chinese was obviously an important detail to my story. Byron Kim
commented that the way I drew people made them to appear as generic children’s
book illustrations, rather than characters.

It took some time to digest this feedback. I decided to restart my comic, and
I began by taking a series of photographs of myself (Figures 4,5). This mini-project
turned out to be self-revelatory, as most photographs I had previously seen of
myself featured the same unnatural, photo-friendly expression and poses. The
photographs allowed me to visually distinguish my unique facial features, which I
incorporated into my drawing, thus making my character more distinct looking.

Figure 4. Self-portrait studies using a digital camera.
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Figure 5. Self-portrait studies using a digital camera.

I have continually added to this library of images, which has also been useful
as a reference when drawing difficult poses or hand gestures. Soon I found myself
acting out various characters in my comic for my camera. This theatrical element
was unexpected, but very helpful in my drawing (Figure 6).

I excised peripheral characters from the comic altogether, and I focused on
bringing to light the personalities of the protagonist, antagonist and a few
supportive characters. I also cut tangential events. I accepted that I should not feel
egotistical about making myself the main subject.
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Figure 6.  Digital photographs taken as reference images for difficult figure poses, and the
resulting line drawings based on the photos.

(a) Leaping for the disc

       

  

(b) Protecting self from attack scene
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(c) Club dancing scene

Show, not Tell
I have a tendency to label my drawings, indicative of my biological illustration

habits, which involve annotating diagrams. Professor Gloeckner suggested
showing, rather than telling the reader, the story. This returns to the subject of
reader engagement. By showing a story through well-designed drawing, a reader
can make his or her own interpretation of a scene. Adding narration is not
necessary, and might cause distraction from the images, should a reader skip from
text to text.

The power of image should be maximized in comics. To me, this means that
all details included in a panel are deliberate. It means that a character should be as
much as possible, described through how he or she looks and behaves, as shown
by the image. This means that instead of using a voice bubble to state: “I play
ultimate all the time!”  I have drawn Jessica with the physique of an ultimate player,
and by her actions I show that she knows what she is doing on the ultimate field. In
contrast, Elle is depicted as ultra-feminine, with long manicured nails, fussy clothes
and plenty of jewelry, suggesting that she is not athletic. Situations can also be
described entirely in pictures. Almost half of all the pages in Biceps are, in fact,
devoid of text.

I use text in conversation bubbles, and I have been careful to avoid using
this as a means to describe a situation that a reader can gather by observing the
drawings.  I therefore use the text to further enhance the reader’s understanding of
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character personalities and backgrounds. Text was particularly useful in showing
that Elle was not a native English speaker, and that Evan was a creep. Like details
in images, the inclusion of text is deliberate and specific to revealing something
about the character that is speaking.

Showing, rather than telling, was a constant consideration when I depicted
myself. With each image of my character, I questioned: Do these images together
show her as a complex, real, human being? I hope that I give readers enough clues
to her personality so that eventually one might be able to make an educated guess
at what Jessica is thinking just by her facial expression.

Art StudANTS in Beijing versus Biceps
Many of the reactions to Biceps were comments of comparison between it

and my previous comic, Art StudANTS. In terms of composition, the strength of Art
StudANTS is the building of environment. Dense, detail packed scenes conveyed
the crowded, confusing, fast paced cityscape of Beijing. Biceps is more cinematic,
with attention to use of foreground and background, and large areas of black or
white, and focused on characters rather than on the environment. The content of
the comics mirrored these differences. Whereas Art StudANTS told general stories
in a travelogue-like manner, Biceps develops specific characters and is a relatively
intimate story.

I used a different mental creative path in the production of each of the
comics. The making of Art StudANTS was deconstructive in that I teased out the
details of my stories and experiences, and visually splayed them out for the reader
in a raw, unprocessed manner. I consider Biceps a constructive work, because at
the point of creating this comic, I had spent a year and a half digesting the subject
matter, and pulled together the story by melding my memories with larger themes
and ideas. The drawings were consequently more planned and intentional, whereas
in Art StudANTS has a feeling of freer, more spontaneous movement.

My Comic Influences
I have been influenced by other comic art, in terms of both style and

content. I keep a small library of comics and graphic novels close at hand so that I
can use them as references when I encounter difficulties with drawing. Many
drawing problems have already been tackled by other comic artists, and it is a short
cut to learn from their work. For example, I envisioned the background of Biceps
club scenes to be a thick, heavy black, and thus looked to the crosshatching
employed by Edward Gorey for the background of many dismal scenes (Figure 7). I
sought also to vary background texture, and to achieve different shades of grey. I
searched for ways to fill in backgrounds with shades of grey. Osamu Tezuka has a
mastery of pen and ink backgrounds (amongst many other comic features), and I
searched through Buddha to see how he handled textures (Figure 8).  When I was
stumped by the drawing of head hair, I referred to Adrian Tomine’s work, which
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features a diversity of everyday people. His drawings have clued me in as to how to
draw the reflection of light off of a head of dark hair (Figure 9). Chris Ware’s Jimmy
Corrigan the Smartest Kind On Earth and The Acme Novelty Library No.16 use
creative composition draw the reader around the comic page, thus delivering
information in a unique, sometimes puzzle-like fashion (Figure 10). Ware’s work has
encouraged me to explore composition beyond left to right, and up to down.

Figure 7. A scene from Edward Gorey’s The Object Lesson in Amphigorey, demonstrating
Gorey’s use of cross hatching to create a rich texture.

Figure 8. Panel from Osamu Tezuka’s Buddha Vol. 1 Kapilavastu.  An example of the
texture that Tezuka creates in his comics.
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Figure 9. Excerpt from Adrian Tomine’s Six Day Cold In: Sleepwalk and Other Stories.
From such drawings I learned how to draw hair. Adrian Tomine is also one of the few comic
artists that include Asian American characters.

Tomine’s comics such as Summer Blonde and Sleepwalk and Other Stories
feature many Asian American characters (Figure 9). Sometimes their ethnicities play
into the story, and other times, the character’s ethnicity is of no consequence to the
narrative. Yet these Asian American characters are relevant to me, because they
have an effect of normalizing Asian Americans, showing that we have the same bad
moods, strange personalities, and hang ups as any other American.

Comics based on autobiographical stories have been interesting to read,
because they help me to understand ways in which to tell a personal story.
Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi, Unlikely by Jeff Brown, My New York Diary by Julie
Doucet, Blankets by Craig Thompson and A Child’s Life by Phoebe Gloeckner, in
particular come to mind when I think about matters such as how much to divulge,
and the relevance of truth. I have learned from these authors that whether the story
is true or not is not as important as telling a compelling story.
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Figure 10. An excerpt from Chris Ware’s Acme Novelty Library No. 16 depicting an
untraditional comic composition

Integration of my comic art and the Museum Studies Program
Concurrent with the Master in Fine Arts program, I participated in the

Museum Studies Certificate Program (MSP), also at the University of Michigan.  I
am particularly interested in interactive exhibit design in natural science themed
museums. Though seemingly unrelated, my MSP experience has had an influence
on both my comic style and content. Through my practical work with museums, I
have had a chance to develop my comic style, as I applied comics to elements
within exhibit design. Comics work particularly well in making otherwise daunting
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scientific concepts more approachable. Projects using comics within exhibit design
include “Evolution in Action”, in which comics explain the process of viral evolution
(Figure 11), “Grasshoppers and the Ice Age,” a poster-sized comic relating the
research of UM entomologist Lacey Knowles (Figure 12), and “Mastodons and the
Ice Age,” an activity book for children (Figure 13).

Figure 11. Evolution as Evidence exhibit, at the Exhibit Museum of Natural History,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Also, detail from the comic about viral evolution, featured
in the exhibit.
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Figure 12. (a) Top half of Grasshoppers and the Ice Age, a comic about the research of
University of Michigan Museum of Zoology entomologist, Dr. Lacey Knowles.
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Figure 12. (b) Bottom half of Grasshoppers and the Ice Age, a comic about the research of
University of Michigan Museum of Zoology entomologist, Dr. Lacey Knowles.
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Figure 13. Sample pages from Mastodons and the Ice Age Activity Book, published by the
Exhibit Museum of Natural History, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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The use of narrative in exhibit design has become increasingly important in
museums (Roberts p.137). By creating an exhibit experience that follows a story
and allows room for interactivity or interpretation, rather than (in the extreme case)
sets of detached facts, the visitor is more likely to remember new concepts, as well
as to enjoy the experience. I am now very conscious of the visitor and thus reader
experience, and I take into consideration how I might leave room for interpretation,
to make for a more interesting experience. In Biceps I hope that my readers find
themselves filling in the gaps of the story with their own imagination.

There has been a recent emphasis on designing museum experiences so
that they are accommodating and respectful to visitors of all ethnic and cultural
backgrounds (Hein p.44). The discussion of this topic in our MSP proseminars not
only heightened the awareness of my own ethnic and cultural background, but also
reiterated the idea that all types of people are equally valuable. Thus, this theme
reinforced the hybrid identity concept in that people should be recognized for their
own uniqueness, rather than cast aside as something other than the mainstream
majority.

This thesis project was also a valuable learning experience in that now I feel
acquainted with the topics of Asian American culture, history and identity. I have
expanded my knowledge base and as a result, I feel confident that I will able to
contribute as a museum worker at cultural and community museums as well as
those that are scientific in nature.
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Conclusion

In my future work, I hope to incorporate the strengths of both Art StudANTS
and Biceps into one comic. Such a story would thus include the development of
both place and characters and an effective use of both space and detail. I would
like to capture interesting instances of human behavior and social interaction and to
integrate them into stories. So far my comics are based on personal experiences,
but I may try to tell stories as told to me by others, or create imaginary plots.

I have learned that Cultural identity is not a state of being, but an ongoing,
constructive process. Fed into this process are internal factors, such as one’s
personality, experiences and upbringing, but also external factors, such as cultural
and societal traditions. At the start of my thesis project I felt very unsettled, although
I had completed Art StudANTS in Beijing. Biceps allowed me not only to study
societal and identity issues that were meaningful to me, but also I developed
valuable skills in storytelling and rendering. I have arrived at a stage where I now
see my investigations into culture and identity as a process of personal growth, and
I plan to continue the conversations initiated by my thesis project through reading,
drawing, reflection, and discussion.
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Epilogue

While I was mass photocopying Biceps at the local Kinkos, an elderly
Chinese woman entered the store. Instead of approaching any of the customer
service people for help, she came straight to me. Catching my attention, she spoke
a few words in a dialect other than Cantonese, but I recognized a few words and
understood that she was asking whether or not I spoke Chinese. I wracked my
brain for the Cantonese words to say “not very well,” but the language issue was
not a problem for her.

She reached into her purse and pulled out a note written on the back of an
envelope, reading “one duplicate” in English, and she then pointed at a print out of
a gas bill. I gestured her towards one of the machines, but she shook her head,
pulled out a Ziplock bag and dumped about 13 pennies into my hand. Copies were
in fact, only 8 cents and the machines accepted only pre-paid cards and credit
cards, but certainly didn’t have the vocabulary to explain this. So I photocopied her
gas bill using my machine, and tried to hand the pennies back to her. She refused
the change, and motioned that I should keep the change, almost as a tip. Bowing
and saying “Tank you! Tank you!” she backed out of Kinkos clutching her fresh
photocopy.

I stood there with a dumb smile, feeling extremely lucky. Not because of the
5 cent tip, but because I had one foot in the shiny, technology-filled world of the
American Kinkos, and the other in a place where smiling, wrinkly little old Chinese
ladies pick me to help them with their photocopying. I exist in a unique place
between two worlds.
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